
Craft Committee Discussion Meeting Notes April 22, 2020

Go-To-Meeting Attendance: Sue Theolass, Diane McWhorter, James Nason, Vince LaRochelle, Cathy 
Coulson-Keegan and Bill Wright, Adam Budd, Crystalyn Frank, Justin Honea  Scribe: Diane M.

After a general check-in, Adam, Justin, Sue and Crystalyn gave an update on organizational priorities. 
Registration plans to send out an email to about 500 crafters who are in the database, an expansion of 
the Booth Rep list, and is working with IT to get as broad a group as possible. The Board and 
Management are waiting for official legal word from Lane County before a formal cancellation, but all 
spending and other activities that would be taking place are suspended. Board meets May 4th, 7:00pm.

Craft Inventory did not hold the jury and Adam is looking at the guidelines for ways that not holding an
event in 2020 would impact specific ones and people. Craft Committee could help by doing the same, 
and trying to list and suggest fixes for the ones that are foreseeable. So far:

• Eligibility without attending
• Leaves-of-absence
• Booth Rep status
• Booth Rep transfer
• Logo approval 

• Those who would have five years
• Right now, those who might want to attempt 2020 products
• Possibility of 2020 special logo

This situation points out the necessity of a designated secondary Booth Rep for craft booths. Since 
there is no provision at present for an emergency plan, and many booths may be affected if Fair does 
not happen and situations change radically for people, this could be something to get in place before the
next event. These could be collected in a google document or another type of holding document since 
Registration is not able to physically alter people’s files one by one at this time. 

Splitting Booths: it is possible that some booths with multiple crafters would like to physically divide 
their spaces going forward. Problems would include the durability of agreements and division of the 
camping options as well as the frontage or internal space. One-year-only booths often model this 
division while others prefer to merge spaces for better display of compatible crafts. It could be worked 
on as an option for the future. Add to list of discussion items.

Artisan listing: the listing on the .org site is easily edited by crafters and has been an underutilized 
resource. Reminding artisans that it is there for them, and reminding those searching for crafters that it 
exists would be helpful. Lots of Facebook inquiries are being made for specific artisans and products. A
suggestion to make it usable for sales in times like this was made; it could be turned off to protect the 
event but be open during times like this so some sales could be transacted with perhaps some fee or 
percentage for the organization. Volunteers are working now on ideas and methods to drive customer 
traffic to artisans, so the coming weeks may bring some options such as a virtual event. Post-quarantine
celebrations are also in discussion.

Minutes of the last meeting and these notes could be approved and posted on the website if the 
committee agrees to an email or GTM vote. 
The site and office remain closed. The next GTM will be on the regular meeting date of May 13th, 5:30 
pm. A reminder will be sent.




